ABSTRACT Named data networking (NDN) as a promising future network architecture has been widely considered as a very appropriate network protocol for multihop wireless network (MWN). In named-data MWN, congestion control, forwarding strategy, and power control are three coupled critical issues. There are already extensive works about cross-layer design for MWN with IP and they have demonstrated the advantage of cross-layer design. Enlightened by cross-layer designs for MWN with IP, in this paper, the joint congestion control, forwarding strategy, and power control problem for named-data MWN are studied, and it is modeled as a named-data network utility maximization (NDNUM) problem. In our NDNUM, we maximize data receiving rate related network utility minus power consumption, while consider NDN's communication characteristics that are different from IP. Then a distributed iterative algorithm based on subgradient method is proposed in order to solve NDNUM. To the best of our knowledge, our algorithm is the first cross-layer design for congestion control and power control for named-data MWN. We show that network utility maximization not only can be used to facilitate cross-layer design for networks with end-to-end protocols but also can be used to design cross-layer mechanisms for information-centric network. From simulation, our algorithm outperforms existing congestion control mechanism in network throughput, resource utilization efficiency, and stabilization PIT size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Named Data Networking (NDN) [1] , which is funded by the US Future Internet Architecture program, is a pioneering fully-fledged Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [2] architecture. The semantics of network service is changed by NDN from delivering the packet to a given destination address to fetching data identified by a given name.
Due to the communication characteristics of NDN, using NDN protocol in Multihop Wireless Network (MWN) 1 has been attracting a lot of attention [3] - [10] in recent years. Many works have verified that NDN is a more appropriate protocol for building MWN than IP. We call Multihop Wireless Network built with NDN ''named-data MWN'' in this paper. The main advantages of named-data MWN are as follows [7] . First, content delivery is naturally supported by NDN because NDN simplifies data retrieval from multiple receivers by aggregating Interest packets for the same Data packet in the Pending Interest Tabel (PIT). Second, with NDN, the use of named data simplifies mobility support. The anycasting and in-network caching properties of NDN allow receivers to retrieve content from the most convenient (typically nearest to the receiver) provider. Third, NDN natively provides content-based security, with protection and trust implemented at the packet level rather than at the communication channel level. Therefore, the setup of a secure connection is no longer required, and the trust in data is decoupled from how/where the data is obtained. This is especially important for MANET and VANET.
Congestion control is a critical issue in named-data MWN. This is because that capacities of wireless links are usually small. If content receivers cannot control sending rate of Interest to indirectly control content providers' sending rate of Data, the network will be stuck in resource exhaust and serious congestion, leading to deteriorated QoS. There are already a few works about congestion control in nameddata MWN [3] , [11] , [12] .
Amadeo et al. [3] propose a multi-layer mechanism (called E-CHANET) with routing and forwarding function, mobility handler and transport function. Transport function of E-CHANET uses sustainable transmission rate of Data packets at the bottleneck node and inter Data gap at the content receiver to determine the sending rate of Interest by the receiver. Amadeo et al. [11] propose self-regulating Interest rate control (SIRC) scheme to address flow control and congestion control, which uses Data packets' inter-arrivals times to regulate the sending rate and pace of Interest packets at the receiver side. Zhanget al. [12] use ORBIT to evaluate Chunk-switched Hop Pull Control Protocol (CHoPCoP) [13] over wireless networks. CHoPCoP takes advantage of explicit congestion control to deal with the multiple-source, multiplepath situation of NDN.
Those works in literature 2 don't consider cross-layer congestion control for named-data MWN. In their proposals, network protocols operate independently at each layer of the protocol stack. Layered methodology may cause severe performance degradation if network protocols in different layers can not cooperate well [14] . Because power control at lower layer affects forwarding strategy and congestion control performed at upper layers, this kind of performance degradation is common in named-data MWN.
So a potential approach to address these performance issues is cross-layer congestion control which advocates cooperation among multiple layers of the protocol stack [14] .
In the literature of MWN with IP, distributed algorithms for cross-layer congestion control have been widely recognized as robust and practical methods to provide the efficiency and fairness of resource allocation in the network [15] . Many works have verified the advantage of joint optimization of congestion control and power control for MWN with IP [15] - [20] .
Enlightened by cross-layer congestion control for MWN with IP, the joint optimization of congestion control and power control for named-data MWN is a potential solution for enhancing throughput of the network and improving the efficiency of resource utilization.
It is better to jointly optimize congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control in named-data MWN because they are three coupled issues. By congestion control, content receivers control their sending rate of Interest to indirectly control sending rate of Data of content providers, which decides total traffic load in the network. Forwarding strategy decides which link (i.e. directed link (i, j)) to forward Interest packets, then Data packets will be forwarded over link (j, i) in reverse direction, which decides traffic load on each link pair. Power control decides the interference levels that decide capacities of wireless links. From the above discussion, congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control are with respect to capacity resource demand, allocation and supply respectively.
To our best knowledge we are firstly to study the joint optimization of congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control problem for named-data MWN. We propose a distributed iterative algorithm which decides (a) sending rates of Interest by receivers, (b) forwarding rates of Interest/Data of different content over different links, (c) transmission power of links. In this paper, we find that for named-data MWN, cross-layer congestion control can enhance throughput of the network and allocate resource more efficiently.
The contribution of this paper is listed as follows.
• A Named-Data Network Utility Maximization (NDNUM) framework is proposed. The minimization of weighted sum of links' transmission powers and maximization of content receivers' Data receiving rate related network utility are used as optimization objectives while NDN's communication characteristics related constraints are considered.
• Many communication characteristics of named-data MWN are considered, such as (a) traffic caused by both Interest and Data are considered, (b) receiving rate of Interest from other nodes is equal to or larger than forwarding rate of Interest to other nodes because of Interest processing mechanism of NDN, (c) traffic pattern of Interest and Data between two nodes caused by ''flow balance'' [21] , [22] , (d) for receivers, an Interest packet pulls back a Data packet because of NDN's receiver-driven communication mechanism.
• Performance degradation due to poor cooperation among different layers of named-data MWN is addressed by jointly optimizing congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control which advocates cooperation among application, strategy and physical layers.
• We design a cross-layer congestion control mechanism which can be applied to named-data MWN. Those cross-layer congestion control mechanisms for MWN with IP cannot be applied to named-data MWN because communication patterns of IP and NDN are different: (a) Interest packets go through dynamic multipath which is decided by forwarding strategy online in NDN, while the route of packets in IP is usually predefined and more stable, (b) There is a unique phenomenon called ''flow balance'' [21] , [22] in NDN which will be explained in Section II. Flow balance affects traffic pattern and links' capacities consumption between neighbour nodes. (c) ''Flow-conservation'' in MWN with IP doesn't hold in named-data MWN because of Pending Interest Table's (PIT) influence on packet processing.
• An iterative distributed cross-layer congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control algorithm is proposed by solving the non-convex NDNUM problem. Furthermore, our simulation results demonstrate that our Algorithm 1 outperforms other congestion control mechanism without cross-layer desgin in terms of network throughput and resource utilization efficiency and it can stabilize PIT size.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces communication mechanism of named-data MWN. The system model of this paper is described in Section III. Section IV formulates a NDNUM problem for jointly optimizing congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control while considering communication characteristics of named-data MWN. In Section V, we propose Algorithm 1 to solve NDNUM problem and discuss implementation issues of Algorithm 1. The results of a preliminary simulation are illustrated in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper and discusses some future works.
II. BACKGROUND OF NAMED-DATA MWN
The NDN architecture is presented in [1] and provides a general framework for content discovery and delivery which can be customized depending on application scenarios and network situations.
NDN relies on simple Interest-Data exchange paradigm driven by content receivers and each node maintains three data structures [3] : (i) the Content Store (CS) that caches incoming Data packets according to caching policy/ algorithm, (ii) the Pending Interest [7] , and (iii) the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) used to relay Interest packets towards original content providers. 3 When an Interest packet arrives, a NDN node runs the following algorithm:
• If it has a Data packet in the CS that matches the Interest packet, it forwards the Data packet to the node where the Interest packet arrived from.
• Otherwise, if there is an exactly-matching PIT entry, which implies that the same Interest packet has already been forwarded, the node from which Interest packet is received is also stored in the PIT and the Interest packet is discarded. This phenomenon is called ''Interest aggregation'' [23] .
• Otherwise, if there is a matching FIB entry, the Interest packet can be forwarded to the neighbour nodes specified in the entry, and a new PIT entry is created for the Interest packet.
A routing protocol is used by nodes to populate the FIB, so that incoming Interests can be forwarded to the appropriate node(s). The NDN Strategy Layer is responsible for the ultimate forwarding decisions [3] . The forwarding strategy chooses a neighbour node from FIB entry and the node forwards Interest to this neighbour node.
Data packets from the original content provider, or from the cache of any intermediate node, follow the chain of PIT entries back to the content receiver. Unsolicited Data packets are simply discarded. Values of primal variables
for every content c ∈ C do 3: for every receiver i ∈ rec(c) do 4: Congestion control: Solve (24) according to local Lagrangian multipliers
Then calculates x c i (k) by (13) and adjusts its sending rate of Interest to x c i (k) for iteration k.
5:
end for 6: end for 7: for every link (i, j) ∈ L do 8: Forwarding strategy: Solve (25)
Then forward Interest of content c at rate µ c ij (k) and Data of content c at rate η c ij (k).
9:
end for 10: Power control: Solve (26)
by message passing algorithm (28) . Every link sets its transmission power at P ij (k). Then calculate P(k) by P ij (k) log(P ij (k)).
11:
Lagrangian multipliers updating: Each node i updates ω ij with respect to link (i, j) using (30) , each node i updates λ c i with respect to content c using (31), each receiver i ∈ rec(c) updates ξ c i with respect to content c using (32) , each node i updates ν c ij with respect to content c and link (i, j) using (33). Where s(k) = s/((k + 1) log(k + 1)).
12: end for
If node i forwards a packet to node j, it forwards this packet over link (i, j). So there is no difference between choosing a neighbour node j and choosing a link (i, j) for forwarding packets. In this paper, for ease of presentation, we use the term ''the forwarding strategy chooses a link''.
Next we analyze two communication characteristics of named-data MWN.
For application layer of content receiver, an Interest packet pulls back a Data packet. The communication process of named-data MWN begins from the content receiver's application layer sending Interest packets in order to retrieve corresponding Data packets. The Interest packet is forwarded by nodes in the network toward original content providers. When the Interest packet arrives at a content provider that has corresponding Data packet, the Data packet is sent by the provider in response to the Interest packet and then forwarded along the same path in reverse direction in the network. When the Data packet arrives at the receiver, it is provided to the application layer. Due to packet processing mechanism of named-data MWN, over a link pair 4 between two nodes with opposite direction, there is an interesting and important phenomenon ''flow balance'' of Interest and Data packets. More specifically, if an Interest packet is forwarded over a link (h, k) in upstream direction 5 , the corresponding Data packet will be forwarded over the other link (k, h) in downstream direction [21] . For instance, as Fig. 1 shows, there is a node i requesting content from node j, node h and k are on the path. In this scenario, the number of Interest packets forwarded over link (h, k) is approximately equal to Data packets forwarded over link (k, h).
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

A. NETWORK MODEL AND NOTATION
In this paper, all the bold capital characters represent vector or matrix. We abuse the notation of a set A and its cardinality |A|.
We consider a named-data MWN with N nodes. Let L denote the set of links (i, j) such that transmission from node i to node j is possible.
In our network model, all requested content is in a content set C. Each content c ∈ C has a content receiver set rec(c) with potentially multiple content receivers and an original content provider set prov ( Each receiver-content pair 6 (i, c) has a utility function U c i (y c i ), which represents the utility of the receiver-content pair (i, c) when its receiving rate of Data is y c i . We assume that U c i (·) is strictly concave, non-decreasing and continuously differentiable, which is a widely adopted assumption for elastic application [24] , [25] .
A neighbour node j in FIB entry for content c of node i is called an upstream neighbour node of i for content c. The wireless channel is a shared medium and interferencelimited. In the physical layer, code-division-multiple access (CDMA) is used so that each link may simultaneously communicate within the same spectrum, at the expense of multiple-access interference [19] .
Like in [16] , we assume that wireless link's capacity r ij (P) of link (i, j) is a global and nonlinear function of the transmission power vector P and channel conditions of all the links
Here, constant T is the symbol period, which can be assumed to be 1 without loss of generality, and constant K depends on the modulation and required bit-error rate. The signal-tointerference ratio of link (i, j) is defined as:
where P ij is the transmission power of link (i, j), G ml,ij is path loss (from the transmitter m of link (m, l) to the receiver j of link (i, j)) and n ij is noise at the receiver of link (i, j). The G ml,ij parameters incorporate propagation loss, spreading gain, and other normalization constants.
To ensure that power control can provide enough link's capacity for forwarding Interest and Data of all the content, the following inequality should be satisfied
The main notations and their corresponding definitions are summarized in Table 1 .
B. COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS OF NAMED-DATA MWN
In this subsection, we analyze communication characteristics of named-data MWN and present related constraints that are applied to our Named-Data Network Utility Maximization (NDNUM) formulation.
• As Section II describes, Interest aggregation is common in named-data MWN. Specifically, Interest that comes into a node may be discarded because there is already corresponding PIT entry. As special cases, note that for receivers, an Interest packet sent from application layer may also be discarded because the same Interest packet from other receivers has been forwarded through this receiver node and triggered corresponding PIT entry creating.
So for a content c and node i ∈ R(c) − prov(c), the sum of receiving rates ( j∈d c (i) µ c ji ) of Interest from other nodes plus the sending rate (x c i ) of Interest from application layer of i (if i is a receiver of content c) should be larger than or equal to forwarding rate ( j∈u c (i) µ c ij ) of Interest by i. So the following inequality holds: (4) where I i∈rec(c) is an indicator function. I i∈rec(c) = 1 if i ∈ rec(c) and I i∈rec(c) = 0 if i / ∈ rec(c). We don't consider original providers prov(c) because original providers have all the Data packets of content c, they simply don't forward Interest.
• For receiver i ∈ rec(c), because receiving rate of Data of content c provided to application layer can not exceed receiving rate of Data from other nodes, the following (6) where a c denotes the Data-to-Interest packet size ratio of content c.
•
IV. NAMED-DATA NETWORK UTILITY MAXIMIZATION
In this section, a novel Named-Data Network Utility Maximization (NDNUM) framework is proposed by taking into account communication characteristic of NDN.
There are two main objectives to be achieved in this problem formulation, i.e., to maximize the overall network utility with respect to Data receiving rate of all the receiver-content pairs and minimize weighted sum of transmission powers of all the links, which is necessary to reduce interference and prolong the life of nodes powered by batteries.
The first objective can be expressed mathematically by max y 0 c∈C i∈rec(c) U c i (y c i ) and the second objective can be characterized by min P 0 (i,j)∈L β ij P ij , where β ij is a positive weight value with respect to P ij . It is a configurable parameter related to network performance criterion.
Based on the fact that min f (·) is equivalent to max −f (·) [19] , by combining the above two objectives and considering the constraints in Section III, the NDNUM problem can be formulated as
This objective function takes both network utility and power consumption into consideration. The constraints can be explained as follows:
• Congestion avoidance constraint. Constraints (9) show that the sum of forwarding rates of Interest and Data of different content over each link cannot exceed capacity of this link obtained by power control. This avoids congestion over all the links.
• Interest aggregation constraint. Constraints (10) reveal that not all the Interest packets coming into a node (including receiver) are forwarded by this node.
• Data receiving rate constraint. Constraints (11) show that for receivers, receiving rate of Data provided to application cannot exceed receiving rate of Data from other nodes.
• Flow balance constraint. Constraints (12) take advantage of flow balance phenomenon to avoid PIT's overgrowth and Interest consuming too much capacity.
• One−to−one constraint. Constraints (13) show that one Interest packet pulls back one Data packet for application of receivers.
• Forwarding rate constraint. Constraints (14) show that in practice, the forwarding rate of Interest or Data over a specific link is bounded by the maximum forwarding rate r max ij of this link.
• Rate fairness constraint [19] . Constraints (15) show that the receiving rate of Data of each receiver-content pair is bounded by the maximum and minimum receiving rates, M c i and m c i , in order to keep fairness. Remark: Our problem formulation is different from the case of MWN with IP [16] - [18] . There are mainly two differences: (a) In case of MWN with IP, it is common to see ''flow-conservation'' [26] constraints, that is, the rate of packets (with the same destination) that come into a node is less than or equal to the rate of packets that go out of the same node. This kind of flow-conservation ensures the queues' stability of nodes. However, as for named-data MWN, flowconservation doesn't hold because of Interest aggregation as Section III-B described. This makes problem formulation different from the case of MWN with IP. (b) In named-data MWN, there is a unique relationship between the number of Interest packets and Data packets forwarded over a link pair called ''flow balance'' as Section II describes, which doesn't exist in MWN with IP. We add a kind of constraints (12) to take advantage of flow balance to avoid PIT's overgrowth and Interest consuming too much capacity.
In general, (8) is a non-convex problem because r ij (P) is not a concave function of P [16] . Therefore, optimization problem (8) needs to be converted into a convex equivalent problem by introducing some auxiliary variables and change of variables. Define P ij log(P ij ), ∀(i, j) ∈ L, then optimization problem (8) can be transformed as follows [16] :
(10)(11)(12)(13)(14)(15) (18) where P is the vector ( P ij ) (i,j)∈L and r ij ( P) r ij (P).
In fact we change variables P of optimization problem (8) to auxiliary variables P and get a new optimization problem (16) . r ij ( P) is introduced to substitute r ij (P). Constraints (10), (11) , (12) , (13) , (14) , (15) remain unchanged because they don't involve variables P. Because optimization problem (16) is equivalent to optimization problem (8) [27] and change of variables between P and P is one-to-one, in the rest of this paper we consider solution of optimization problem (16) instead of optimization problem (8) .
Next, we will explore the convexity of optimization problem (16) .
At first, we will show the convexity of the constraints set in (17) and (18) . Firstly we consider convexity of (17) . Notice that G ij,ij is the path gain on link (i, j). With reasonable spreading gain, G ij,ij is much larger than G ml,ij , (m, l) = (i, j), and assuming that not too many close-by nodes transmit at the same time, so we assume that KSIR is much larger than 1 like [16] . In this case, r ij (P) can be approximated as log(SIR ij (P)), where K is absorbed into G ij,ij in log(SIR ij (P)). Note that r ij ( P) = r ij (P) ≈ log(SIR ij (P)) is a concave function of P which has been proved by [16] . So the left side of (17) is a concave function of µ, η, P. Secondly, constraints (18) are linear constraints. In summary, all the constraints of optimization problem (16) are convex.
The next issue to be addressed is to show the concavity of the objective function (16) . Because U c i (·) is strictly concave and (i,j)∈L β ij e P ij is convex (nonnegative weighted sum of convex functions) [27] , the objective function (16) is concave.
So optimization problem (16) is a convex problem with respect to x, y, µ, η, P.
It is not difficult to see that the Slater condition [27] is satisfied, i.e. there exist feasible solutions such that the nonlinear inequality constraints hold with strict inequality, and strong duality holds, which implies that the optimal values of the primal and dual problems are equal [19] .
Since (16) is a convex optimization problem with strong duality, distributed algorithms can be derived by formulating and solving its Lagrange dual problem [20] . In the next section, we will solve the dual problem and interpret the resulting algorithm in the context of joint design of congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control.
V. JOINT OPTIMAL CONGESTION CONTROL, FORWARD STRATEGY AND POWER CONTROL ALGORITHM
Consider the dual problem to the primal problem (16):
with partial dual function
= max The maximization problem in (20) can be decomposed into the following three subproblems P1, P2, P3 P1:
P2:
P3:
where we assume that λ c i = 0 if i ∈ prov(c) or i / ∈ R(c) and
. These three subproblems are obtained by combining similar terms of (20) . There are no x c i and constraints (13) in P1 because we change x c i to y c i by (13) . Subproblem P1 is congestion control since by solving it we can determine sending rate of Interest x c i (by first determining y c i and calculating x c i by (13)). Subproblem P2 is forwarding strategy since to solve it we need to determine the amount of capacity µ c ij and η c ij that link (i, j) is allocated to forward Interest and Data packets of content c. Subproblem P3 is power control since to solve it we need to determine transmission power P ij of link (i, j) (by first determining P ij and calculating P ij by P ij log(P ij )). Thus, by dual decomposition, the NDNUM problem decomposes into subproblems of application, strategy and physical layers, respectively, and they interact through Lagrangian multipliers.
From (21)(22)(23), the maximization involved in the calculation of the dual function D(λ, ξ , ν, ω) has been decomposed into three simple maximization subproblems: (a) P1 which comprises of summands related to each single receivercontent pair, (b) P2 which comprises of summands related to each single link, (c) P3 which can be solved distributively [16] . This implies that optimization problem (16) (24) is strictly concave, so there is a unique optimal solution to this subproblem. For brevity, we omit algorithm to solve it in this paper. After maximizer y c i is obtained, x c i is easily calculated by (13) , which determines sending rate of Interest of content c by receiver i.
B. SOLVING P2
P2 can be decomposed into subproblems of every single link (i, j) as follows: 
It is obvious that every subproblem (25) is a constrained linear program with respect to µ c ij and η c ij . It is easy to solve (25) . For brevity, we omit the algorithm to solve (25) in this paper.
C. SOLVING P3
We adopt a distributed message passing algorithm similar to [16] to solve P3. Coming back to the P solution space instead of P, P3 is equivalent to the following:
where we change P to P and use r ij ( P) = r ij (P). Each transmitter m of link (m, n) calculates a message mes (m,n) (t) ∈ + using locally measurable quantities, and passes the message to all other nodes by a flooding protocol mes (m,n) (t) = ω mn SIR mn (P(t)) P mn (t)G mn,mn (27) where ω mn is Lagrangian multiplier associated with (17) which is stored and updated by transmitter m as Subsection V-F describes and t is index of time slot.
Each link (i, j) updates its power using locally measurable quantities and the received messages
where κ > 0 is a constant and we assume β ij is locally available for link (i, j). After every link (i, j) determines P ij , it can calculate P ij by P ij log(P ij ). Remark: Updating method (28) is in fact gradient method to maximize (26) . Convergence of (28) to the solution of (26) can be proved like [16] . For brevity, we omit the proof procedure in this paper.
D. SOLVING DUAL PROBLEM
Now we come to solve the dual problem (19) . We will solve the dual problem using subgradient method [20] .
Recall that sometimes for ease of presentation, we denote M as all the Lagrangian multipliers λ, ξ , ν, ω. 
is a subgradient 7 Thus, by the subgradient method [29] , we obtain the following algorithm for Lagrangian multiplier adjustment
Lagrangian Multipliers: Each node stores and updates Lagrangian multipliers with respect to different content instead of destinations in MWN with IP, which conforms to NDN's methodology.
Message passing: As (28) shows, every link (i, j) only uses mes (m,n) (t) of (m, n) that interferes with (i, j) (if link (m, n) doesn't interfere with (i, j), G mn,ij = 0) to update its transmission power. So every transmitter of link (m, n) should send its mes (m,n) (t) to all the links' receivers that are interfered by it.
Communication overhead: Our congestion control is a receiver-driven [30] scheme where content receivers control sending rates of Interest to avoid congestion in the network. Each receiver adjusts its sending rate of Interest according to local Lagrangian multipliers. Thus, there is no communication overhead for congestion control. Also, there is no communication overhead for forwarding strategy, since every link decides its forwarding rate of Interest according to local Lagrangian multipliers. The majority of communication overhead is for power control. Let K denote the maximum degree of nodes in the network, the communication overhead for message passing is O(K 2 ) per node per time slot [20] . Thus, our design has a low communication overhead.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents and discusses simulation results of a preliminary simulation. To verify the functionality of our proposal, we simulate Algorithm 1 in Matlab. In order to show that Algorithm 1 is better than other congestion control mechanism in efficiently utilizing resource and enhancing network throughput, we also simulate E-CHANET 8 proposed in [3] . Algorithm 1 is an iterative distributed algorithm. However, there is no concept of iteration about E-CHANET. Statistics about E-CHANET in every iteration are actually the average value during the time period of every iteration of Algorithm 1.
We first generate a simulation scenario which simulates a common named-data MWN composed of 10 terminals as Fig. 2 shows. These terminals are randomly located in a grid. The grid represents an area with a size of 10×10 units. Each node can communicate with other nodes if the distance between them is under 4 units. The interference range is 8 units. The ambient noise level is N 0 = 0.01 unit.
In this scenario, there are 5 requested content each with up to 2 randomly selected terminals acting as original providers. On the other hand, up to 2 terminals are randomly selected among all the terminals for each content for acting as receivers and downloading content from corresponding providers. By caching Data packets, intermediate terminals can also become providers [3] . The utility functions for all the receiver-content pairs are the same, U c i (·) = w log(·), ∀c ∈ C, ∀i ∈ rec(c), so Algorithm 1 can achieve proportional fairness.
We evaluate the performance of Algorithm 1 in 4 aspects: network throughput, fairness, Q-Queue size (which will be 8 E-CHANET is adapted for our simulation. We adopt a slotted-time version of E-CHANET and nodes' transmission powers are the same as values of the last iteration of Algorithm 1 for comparison purpose. explained later) and power consumption. We run simulations with the network using Algorithm 1 and E-CHANET respectively. First, the measurement of network throughput is the sum of receiving rates of Data of all the receiver-content pairs. As Fig. 3 shows, the sum of receiving rates of Data of all the receiver-content pairs when the network uses Algorithm 1 is much larger than E-CHANET in most iterations, which is due to cross-layer design that can achieve more efficient resource utilization. Moreover, the sum of receiving rates of Data of all the receiver-content pairs when the network uses Algorithm 1 converges to a stable value which verifies our convergence analysis of Theorem 1.
Second, we use Jain's fairness index [31] as the measurement of fairness, which is defined as J =
where |F| is the number of receiver-content pairs in the network. From Fig. 4(a) , Jain's fairness index converges to a stable value, which conforms to Theorem 1. In addition, we note that Jain's index is 1 at first, because we set Lagrangian multipliers λ c i and ξ c i the same value for every receiver-content pair (i, c). Then Jain's index maintains near 0.3 because every receiver-content pair has different content retrieval paths and can use different resources.
Third, we define a class of virtual queues Q c ij (t) which we call Q-Queue with the following dynamics:
Q-Queue can be used as a network performance metric. The more ''packets'' in one Q-Queue (i.e. Q c ij (t)), the larger is the difference between the number of Interest of content c forwarded (in upstream direction) over link (i, j) and Data of content c forwarded (in downstream direction) over link (j, i). Because this phenomenon implies that more pending Interest packets are not being satisfied and PIT size growing, it is undesirable. It is easy to see that stabilized Q-Queues implies stabilized PIT size. So it is desirable to maintain Q-Queue stable and to have fewer backlog. Note that we introduce Q-Queues just as a performance metric, it is not a factor considered in our problem formulation. A queue Q c ij is called strongly stable if [32] : Fig. 4(b) shows the sum of time average backlog of all the Q-Queues in the network in every iteration of Algorithm 1. From Fig. 4(b) , we can see Q-Queues of the network are strongly stable , which is due to we explicitly consider constraints (12) in our NDNUM formulation. Moreover, we can conjecture that PIT size is stabilized. Fourth, as for power consumption, Algorithm 1 jointly optimizes congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control, but E-CHANET doesn't have power control function. For comparison reason, we set transmission powers of nodes in E-CHANET the same as the values of the last iteration of Algorithm 1 as Fig. 5 shows. For ease of exposition, we just present the sum of transmission powers of all the links instead of transmission powers of every link.
In addition to common named-data MWN scenario, we also simulate Algorithm 1 and E-CHANET in named-data MWN with a central node as Fig. 6 shows. This central node is the original provider of all the content. This scenario is common in wireless mesh network and VANET with infrastructure. In our simulation scenario, the central node is located at the centre of the grid and 9 terminals are randomly located in a 10×10 grid and up to 2 of them are randomly selected as receivers for each content. Other settings are similar to the scenario of common named-data MWN. We evaluate performance of Algorithm 1 in 4 aspects as mentioned above too.
First as Fig. 7 illustrates, the throughput of the network using Algorithm 1 is much larger than E-CHANET due to more efficient resource utilization of cross-layer design. Fig. 8(a) shows, Jain's index converges to a stable value between 0.5 and 0.6. Because we set Lagrangian multipliers λ c i and ξ c i of different receiver-content pairs the same initial value, receiving rates of Data of these receivercontent pairs have the same initial value. So Jain's index is 1 at the beginning and goes down because different receivercontent pairs go through different paths and have different available resources.
Next as
Third, as Fig. 8(b) shows, the sum of time average backlog of all the Q-Queues converges to a stable value which is desirable.
Finally, the sum of transmission powers of all the links when the network uses Algorithm 1 and E-CHANET is illustrated in Fig. 9 . It is easy to see that power consumption of Algorithm 1 and E-CHANET are near the same, but throughput of Algorithm 1 is much larger than E-CHANET as Fig. 7 shows, which demonstrates that Algorithm 1 can utilize resource more efficiently.
In summary, Algorithm 1 can achieve higher network throughput, utilize resource more efficiently and stabilize PIT size.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We formulate resource allocation in named-data multihop wireless network as a named-data network utility maximization problem with constraints arising from NDN's communication characteristic, whose objective is to maximize Data receiving rate related network utility minus weighted sum of links' transmission powers. By dual decomposition, we derive a subgradient algorithm that not only is distributed spatially, but also decomposes the named-data network utility maximization problem vertically into three protocol layers where congestion control, forwarding strategy and power control jointly solve the named-data network utility maximization problem. Simulation results illustrate that the proposed Algorithm 1 outperforms layered design in terms of network throughput, resource utilization efficiency and can stabilize PIT size.
Network utility maximization problem have been extensively used to facilitate cross-layer design for networks with end-to-end protocols where flow rate between two nodes is a core performance metric. We show that, network utility maximization can also be used to design cross-layer mechanisms for Information-Centric Network where receiving rate of information is what users really care.
Further research steps stemming out of this paper include the following. First, we will extend our algorithm to networks with fast fading and node mobility. Second, we will implement and evaluate the proposed algorithm in a real network testbed instead of simulations. Third, energy-efficiency is an important performance metric that we plan to study for named-data MWN.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof (Optimality of Algorithm 1): We aim to prove the convergence of Algorithm 1 to optimal solution of optimization problem (16) using [29, Th. 2.3 (a) ]. The following conditions should be satisfied.
First, D(M) is a convex function because it is the pointwise maximum of a family of affine functions of M [27] .
Second, the subgradient of D(M) at M(k) in every iteration k of Algorithm 1 need to be bounded. Because (24) is a constrained problem, all the y c i (M(k)) in every iteration k are bounded, so are all the x c i (M(k)) in every iteration k. From (14) all the µ c ij (M(k)) and η c ij (M(k)) in every iteration k are bounded. Convergence of (28) to the solution of (26) can be proved like [16] , so P(M(k)) in every iteration k is bounded. In summary, (29) Third, step size s(k) need satisfy:
Because s(k) = s/((k + 1) log(k + 1)) and s > 0, the above inequalities hold. Note that Algorithm 1 updates Lagrangian multipliers using (30)(31)(32)(33), which is actually using (29) as a subgradient of D(M). Using [29, Th. 2.3 (a)], we can conclude that M(k) converges to optimal solution M * . Note that optimization problem (16) is convex and has strong duality [27] , so by a similar procedure as of [24, Proposition 1(b)], we can prove x(k), y(k), µ(k), η(k), P(k) converge to optimal solution too.
